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Type One – The Reformer
Type 1s are often striving to have everything be orderly, to do things right, but
most of them have swirling chaos in their Inner Worlds as they try to keep up
with themselves. 1s tend to deny the anger that they feel (because they don't
think it's right), which can then manifest as resentment.
I chose the Pineapple Flower for its repeating, orderly pattern, and its meaning of
"Perfect Goodness". The Queen Anne's Lace in the head means "Sanctify", and
signifies their desire to be right. The strawberry flowers mean "You Are Perfect".
Inside the swirling center are Ferns for dreams/thoughts, Petunia for
Resentment, and petals of the Strawberry Flower.

Type Two – The Helper
I chose a calm, happy blue for the 2s, with a glowing pink heart made of Jonquil,
which mean "Love Me"
The hands are catching and holding petals of the Allspice flower, which means
"Comfort".
I chose a rose for the head, as 2s are very focused on loving and being loved, and
roses are typically accepted as the 'love flower'.
The petals at the very bottom towards the back are wilting, because of the 2s
penchant for not noticing their own needs as they focus on others.
The other flowers within the body are: Mezereon - "Desire To Please"; Aster - "love";
Ambrosia- "Your Love Is Reciprocated"; and Pear blossoms- "Comfort".

Type Three – The Achiever
I chose jewel-toned versions of some common 'power colors' to show the
confidence that 3s possess, and shifted the colors across the body to illustrate
their chameleon-like ability to fit the mood or situation in any gathering.
The golden flower in the center is the Amaryllis, which means "Worth Beyond
Beauty", to illustrate their core desire of being truly worthy and acceptable for
who they are.
Hidden among the other flowers are two sprigs of Foxglove, which mean
"Insecurity", as 3s can vacillate between high self-confidence and crippling
self-doubt.
Other flowers are as follows:

Amethyst - "Admiration"
Camellia Japonica - "Unpretending Excellence"
Gladiolus - "Strength of Character"
Mountain Laurel - "Ambition"
Red Clover - "Industry"

Bumblebee Orchid - "Industry"
Dwarf Sunflower - "Admiration"
Hollyhock - "Ambition"
Mountain Pink - "Aspiration"
Rye - "Changeable Disposition"

Type Four – The Individualist
I chose the deep indigo and purples as the main colors for this piece to highlight the
depth of emotion and sensation that 4s experience. The pinks and brighter blues
around the center illustrate their willingness to deal with contrasting emotions, as
do the flower meanings (Tiger Lily for "Passion/Desire" and Magnolias for
"Grief/Pain").
The hand is held up to the brow to show their constant seeking for identity and true
authenticity, and the flowers under the hand are Rue, meaning "Clear Vision".
The flowers at the center are Bittersweet and Chrysanthemum, which both mean
"Truth", as 4s deepest desire is to find significance and create meaning and identity
for themselves.
The other flowers in the painting are as follows:
Calla Lily: Beauty
Lupine: Imagination
Mauve Carnation: Dreams of Fantasy

Heather: Beauty, Solitude
Magnolia: Love of Nature

Type Five – The Investigator
Green and dark blue were the colors that most fives I talked to related to best; cool,
calm, introspective colors.
The orange flower at the center is an Anthurium, which means "Abundance" - the
thing that 5s desire the most; to be capable, competent, and with plenty of reserves
to spare.
I chose the pose and the petals extending from the head to highlight the 5s cerebral
bent. The plants in the head are Pitch Pine ("Philosophy"), Sycamore ("Curiosity"),
Kennedia ("Mental Beauty"), and Lemon ("Secrecy").
The other plants and flowers are as follows:
Maidenhair Firn: "Discretion/Secrecy"
Maple: "Reserve"

Lichen: "Solitude"
Solomon's Seal: "Discretion"

Type Six – The Loyalist
I drew the figure looking over their shoulder, since 6s tend to be observant and
sometimes anxious; I also created a spray of petals coming from the head to
show the 'radar'-like ability they have for foreseeing trouble.
I chose purple for its depth and complexity; a meloncholy edge, while also
containing warmth.
The green flowers at the center are Heather, Bearded Crepis, and Euphorbia,
which all mean "Protection", since 6s most crave security. I chose green as a
calming, stable color.
The flowers in the face are Columbine, which stand for "Anxiety".
The rest of the flowers are as follows:
Marigold - "Prediction"
Mountain Ash - "Prudence"
Goldenrod - "Precaution"

Bluebell - "Constancy"
Enchanter's Nightshade - "Skepticism"

Type Seven – The Enthusiast
Type 7s tend to be bright, outgoing people with a secret fear of pain and
deprivation; their greatest desire is for true satisfaction, as I've illustrated with the
Bethlehem Star flower in the center, which means "Satisfaction".
I chose yellows and oranges for the brightness of their nature, with the deeper red
shading and blue inner parts showing their hidden, deeper side.
The flowers in the head are Poinsettia ("Be of Good Cheer"), and Houseleek
("Vivacity").
The other flowers are as follows;
Thyme: "Activity"
Mundi Rose: "Variety"
Orange Rose: "Passion, Enthusiasm"

Clover: "Industrious"
Southernwood: "Banter"
Hyacinth: "Play"

Type Eight – The Challenger
Because eights are typically intense, passionate people, I chose a rich red that
turns to orange at the tips of the flowers, as though the figure is made of flames.
Eights can be very protective of themselves, but when healthy can turn their
strength to protect others; this inspired the pose (many thanks to my 8 sister for
making sure the pose was right!) with the Juniper clutched to the chest and
protected underneath the hand.
Juniper means "Protection".
The flowers in the head are Chestnut Tree blossoms ("Do Me Justice"), and White
Violet (Candor).
Other flowers:

Sweet Briar - "I Wound To Heal"
Pink Dianthus - "Boldness"

Rudbeckia - "Justice"
Hepatica - "Confidence"

Type Nine – The Peacemaker
I chose light blue as the main color because 9s like calm, smooth waters in their
lives. However, since 9s are so focused on having peace at all costs, they frequently
"merge" with those around them, reflecting others' characteristics, opinions, etc.
Because of this, I included colors from all the other personality types being drawn
in around the edges.
The branch at the center is an Olive branch, standing for Peace. Just below it is a
Rush, which means "calm" - but notice that the rush glows a little with an inner
fire. 9s tend to be asleep to their anger, and don't realize the bitterness or
resentment they can feel.
The other flowers in the painting are as follows:
Phlox; Unanimity
Valerian; Accommodating Disposition
Lavender; Serenity

Currants; You Please All
Stonecrop; tranquility

